A b s t r a c t . Extensions of Motzkin's and Tucker's Theorems of the Alternative that address multiple sets of relationships in the (I) alternatives and several variously constrained vector variables in the (II) alternatives are derived by elementary means. Motzkin's (1936) and Tucker's (1956) Theorems of the Alternative are crucial to the derivation of many admissibility-versus-dominance alternatives in individual decision theory [see, e.g., Fishburn (1964) ] and game theory [see, e.g., Myerson (1991) ], and of similar useful alternatives in many areas of application. This note extends these theorems to address multiple sets of relations in the (I) alternative and several vector variables in the (II) alternatives.
alternative. Similarly, extension of the equation alternative (II) of Tucker is trivial: T 1 , . . . , B T I ] , p T = [p T 1 , . . . , p T I ], etc., and the alternative to this is Tucker's (I) as stated for the "stacked" matrices B, C, and D.
Still elementary, but not quite so trivial, are the multivariate extensions to Motzkin's (II) for several semipositive variables s i ≥ 0 and summands A T i s i , and to Tucker's (I) for several semipositive blocks B i x ≥ 0. Since the other terms in Motzkin's (II) and Tucker's (I) are readily dealt with by the "stacking" described in the preceding paragraph, the following extensions concern only the semipositive terms. To make the notation compact, we use a common convention that if
Proof. We show, first, that (II) is equivalent to (II ) ∀i ∃y
for "(II) ⇒ (II )," note that any solution to (II) satisfies ( * ) for every i with
For "(II ) ⇒ (II)," the sum of solutions to a homogeneous equation is also a solution, so that setting z = i z (i) , t = i t (i) , and s h = i y Given the equivalence of (II) and (II ), failure of (II) is equivalent to existence of some i such that ( * ) has no solution in appropriately constrained variables. That is, for some i, ∃ / s ≥ 0, y 0, z 0, t
for "(I) ⇒ (I )," take x i = x for every i and note that
Then Cx 0 and Dx = 0 since (∀i) Cx i 0 and Dx i = 0, and
Given (I) ⇔ (I ), failure of (I) means that, for some i, [B i x ≥ 0, (∀h = i)B h x 0, Cx 0, Dx = 0] has no solution. By Tucker's Theorem, this is the case if and only if ∃p i > 0, (∀h = i) z h 0, z 0, t (unrestricted)
Rewriting the term involving the z h 's in partitioned-matrix notation concludes the proof.
At the cost of some clumsiness, these arguments can be applied to extend the more general linear theorems of the alternative; i.e., Slater's (1951) theorem and "Alternative #4" of Mangasarian (1969, p. 34) . The basic insights, however, are conveyed by the Motzkin and Tucker Theorems: multiple semipositive relations [in the (I) alternative] are treated as the joint satisfaction of all profiles consisting of one semipositive and I − 1 nonnegative relations, and multiple semipositive variables [in the (II) alternative] are treated as multiple equations all having solutions, each with one semipositive variable and I − 1 nonnegative variables.
Linearity of the transformations x → Ax, etc. is not necessary to our extension arguments, as a referee has shown by obtaining a nonlinear version of Proposition 1 that extends a special case of Jeyakumar's (1985) Theorem 5.1.
